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Abstract
We introduce an autonomous laser kirigami technique, a novel custom manufacturing machine system
which functions somewhat similar to a photocopier. This technique is capable of creating functional
freeform shell structures using cutting and folding (kirigami) operations on sheet precursors.
Conventional laser kirigami techniques are operated manually and rely heavily on precise calibrations.
However, it is unrealistic to design and plan out the process (open loop) to realize arbitrary geometric
features from a wide variety of materials. In our work, we develop and demonstrate a completely
autonomous system, which is composed of a laser system, a 4-axis robotic arm, a real-time vision-based
surface deformation monitoring system, and an associated control system. The laser system is based on
the Lasersaur, which is a 120-Watt CO2 open source laser cutter. The robotic arm is employed to precisely
adjust the distance between a workpiece and the laser lens so that a focused and defocused laser beam
can be used to cut and fold the workpiece respectively. The four-axis robotic arm provides �exibility for
expanding the limits of possible shapes, compared to conventional laser machine setups where the
workpiece is �xed on rigid holders. The real-time vision-based surface deformation monitoring system is
composed of four low-cost cameras, an integrated AI-assisted algorithm, and the sensors (detachable
planar markers) mounted on the polymer-based sheet precursors, and allows real-time monitoring of the
sheet forming process and geometric evolution with a geometric feature estimation error less than 5 %
and delay time around 100ms. The developed control system manages the laser power, the laser
scanning speed, the motion of the robotic arm based on the designed plan as well as the close-loop
feedback provided by the vision-based surface deformation monitoring system. This cyber-physical
kirigami platform can operate a sequence of cutting and folding processes in order to create kirigami
objects. Hence, complicated kirigami design products with various different polygonal structures can be
realized by undergoing sequential designed laser cuts, and bends (at any folding angles within designed
geometric tolerance) using this autonomous kirigami platform.
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Figure 1

The autonomous kirigami system consists of three subsystems: a control system (master computer),
actuators (robotic arm and laser system), and a real-time vision-based monitoring system. A WiFi router is
employed to establish the communication among the master computer, the laser system, and the vision-
based monitoring system through Etherware networking. The master computer can control the laser
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beam power and the motion of the laser head as well as the robotic arm to conduct the kirigami
processes (cutting and folding), with the feedback provided by the vision monitoring system.

Figure 2

The robotic arm holds a workpiece and can change its position and orientation. The laser head can move
horizontally. The four low-cost cameras (highlighted by rectangles) of the vision based surface
deformation measurement system are distributed around the workpiece.
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Figure 3

(a) The distance between the laser lens and a workpiece is greater than the laser lens' focal length, the
laser beam is defocused and heats the workpiece along a designed folding path; when the temperature of
the workpiece along the folding path surpasses the glass transition temperature, the sheet precursor
becomes so soft that it folds under gravity. (b) When the distance is equal to the laser lens' focal length,
the laser beam is well-focused on the region of incidence on the workpiece and thus cuts the workpiece.
In our system, we use a 4-axis robotic arm holding the workpiece in order to adjust the distance between
the laser lens and the workpiece.

Figure 4

The sequential folding processes for a kirigami box could be achieved through the followings operations:
(a) clamp the previously cut 2D sheet precursor with markers on the robotic arm; use defocused laser
beam to heat the workpiece along the folding paths 1, 2, and 3 (see Fig. 11) to bend the sheet into the
desired shape in (b), (c), and (d) respectively; slightly rotate the workpiece by 45° towards the laser nozzle,
and heat the folding path 4 to create the shape in (f); heat the folding path 5 of the shape in (f) and then
cut the workpiece along the cutting path 6 to form a closed box (g).
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Figure 5

A schematic diagram showing the vision based real-time monitoring for kirigami sheet bending process.
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Figure 6

The core logic controlling the defocused laser beam to bend workpieces, where θk-1 is the observed
bending angle, θd the desired bending angle, Pk the laser power, and vk the laser scanning speed.
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Figure 7

The sheet forming process: the top �gure shows the planar sheet with markers pasted on its surface at
the initial step. The defocused laser beam scans and heats the workpiece following the designed folding
path represented by the dashed line; then the part around the dashed line becomes so soft that the gravity
of facet B can bend the sheet.

Figure 8

The workpiece is horizontally clamped at an initial step; the dashed line represents the folding path; the
gravity G can fold the workpiece when the laser heats the folding path. If the workpiece is kept in a
horizontal plane, the maximum bending angle is 90° (left); if the robotic arm rotates the workpiece by β
degrees, the maximum bending angle can be extended to β + 90° (right).
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Figure 9

(a) The hot spots cause the melting areas around two ends of the crease when the laser scanning path
precisely follows the folding path. (b) A good sample without noticeable melting points results when the
laser scanning path follows the scheme shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10

The dashed line shows a proper laser scanning path. This path can effectively avoid the melting points
highlighted by two circles.
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Figure 11

This �gure plots the schematic for folding a closed box. (a) A at sheet is cut into the shape plotted by the
solid lines; the dashed lines represent the folding path; the numbers with the creases indicate the folding
order. (b) The robotic arm rotates the workpiece by an angle β to form a closed box.
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Figure 12

The laser-cut sheet precursor is clamped on the robotic arm. The dashed line segments 1 ~ 5 represent
the folding paths (creases to be formed) to form the box. The dash-dot line segment 6 represents the
cutting path after the box is formed.
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Figure 13

This �gure presents a different viewpoint of the closed box that is manufactured by our laser kirigami
platform.


